When the Dutch landed at the Cape of Good
Hope in 1652 they brought their cast-iron
cooking pots with them. In order to cook
over open fires in the bush, they adapted
these pots by adding three legs and a slightly
domed lid on which coals could be placed.
Thus the Dutch oven or potjie - pronounced
poy-key - was born. These potjie pots retained
heat well and could be left simmering over
a few embers. The potjie and has become
pan of South Africa's cooking heritage.
No two potjie recipes ever taste the
same. The pores in the cast iron retain
the flavours of past po~ie adventures and
blend seamlessly with each new culinary
masterpiece. In South Africa,
a traditional potjie dish is built in layers
with the meat and hard vegetables at the
botrom and the softer vegetables at the
top. Cooking in the potjie is expectedto be
a long, drawn-out, social affair sometimes
taking up to four hours - depending on
your choice of ingredients - before the
perfect pot food is ready to be enjoyed.
The experts say that you must never
stir a potjie while cooking! This is because
the pOljie's round belly allows the heat
to be evenly distributed around the pot
ensuring even cooking while its heavy,
domed lid prevents any moisture escaping.
Unsurprisingly this cooking technique
takes pracrice and a lot of self-control to
master. Luckily there is an alternative!
Although the potjie is the perfect pot
to accompany you on your travels, we
personally found that cooking layered meals,
however delicious, was impractical for us
when we were on the road. Often we would

by aherd of elephants or a nocturnal creature
emerging for its nightly rounds or even a
particularly beautiful sunset. Making camp
would be our first priority. That done we
would just want to cook something quick,
easy and delicious while sitting around
the fire enjoying the night sounds.
We're not claiming to have re-invented
potjiecooking.Insteadwe'vejust adapted
it to suit our needs and today we use it
as a brilliant, quick-cooking wok with a
lid! We still adhere to the fundamental
principlesofpotjiecooking.We cookon
an open fire using everyday ingredients to
produce delicious and nutritious one-pot
meals. We have studied and learnt the
quirks of its moisture retaining, even heat
distributing cooking method. We just stir
our black pot as often as we need to.1J
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